Diving Deeper Discussion Chat
September 10, 2022

00:17:36 Terry Gray: Cold and rainy here in Fort Collins.
00:18:42 Vicki Best: Good afternoon/morning, welcome to Diving Deeper Discussions!
00:20:46 Vicki Best: It's a beautiful fall day here in Boston. Terry, you should come here to escape the rain!
00:22:21 Vicki Best: DDD Recordings can be found here: https://network.asa3.org/page/DivingDeeper
00:22:56 Terry Gray: Only two days of gloomy weather here. Otherwise we're have a hot, sunny fall.
00:50:56 Dana Oleskiewicz: Movement towards inclusion of different cultures in our institutions is impacting the tolerance of spirituality as well. Equality under a lens of color-blindness is a low hanging fruit where we seek a monoculture. Equity instead incorporates a goal of understanding others including various faith traditions.
01:01:34 Bryan Dik: Love the discussion and appreciate the focus on psychology within the ASA and the journal. I have another commitment but I wanted to at least hop on for the first part of the conversation. Enjoy the rest! Great to see you all and be well. :)
01:43:25 Del Coon: Excellent discussion and excellent article. Thank you to the authors for making me think!
01:45:15 Janel Curry: thank you all!